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Magic Uneraser 3.0 Recovers Deleted Files in 

Minutes 

East Imperial Soft updates Magic Uneraser, the company’s most affordable file recovery 

software for Windows. Version 3.0 of the popular data recovery tool adds the ability to 

unerase SD card content, and supports all major makes and models of flash-based 

storage including USB pen drives and memory cards. Based on a step-by-step wizards, 

Magic Uneraser guides users through the complex process of unerasing data one little 

step after another, making the recovery job easy even for occasional computer users. In 

addition to supporting flash-based storage media, the new release gains a built-in CD/DVD 

burner, offering the ability to save recoverable files onto a CD or DVD disc. The final 

addition is the ability to recover NTFS compressed files. 

About Magic Uneraser 

Magic Uneraser is an entry-level, easy and 

affordable solution for recovering deleted files 

and folders from all types of storage media. Built 

around a wizard-based user interface, Magic 

Uneraser is targeted towards home and office 

users who need a perfectly simple tool to 

unerase data and undelete recently deleted files. 

The key difference between Magic Uneraser and 

competing unerase tools on the market is the 

inclusion of a highly sophisticated file carving 

algorithm enabling surefooted recovery of files 

that no longer appear in the file system. 

Magic Uneraser offers Windows users a simple 

and easy way to unerase deleted files and 

folders from FAT and NTFS hard drives, USB 

pen drives and all types of memory cards. 

Implementing content-aware analysis, Magic 

Uneraser can carve deleted files to ensure the 

maximum recovery rate possible. Implementing wizard-based, step-by-step data recovery, Magic Uneraser is 

suitable for use at home and in the office. The tool features pre-recovery preview, enabling the users to 

preview recoverable information before it’s being recovered. 

http://www.magicuneraser.com/
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New in Version 3.0 

The latest release adds the ability to unerase SD card content, and implements support for all types of flash-

based media. By implementing its know-how about the operation of flash-based media into its entry-level 

product, East Imperial Soft enables surefooted recovery from both magnetic and solid-state media in an 

entry-level uneraser. 

Version 3.0 features refreshed looks, making its already simple recovery process even easier for occasional 

computer users. The updated data recovery wizard offers fully guided, step by step operation to help users 

locate the missing data and select the most appropriate recovery technique when recovering information 

from the different types of media. 

New to Magic Uneraser 3.0 is the ability to burn files being recovered directly onto a CD or DVD media 

thanks to the built-in burner, allowing for safe operation in systems with a single storage device. 

 

Finally, Magic Uneraser 3.0 can now recover NTFS-compressed files.  

Compatibility  

Magic Uneraser is compatible with all 32-bit and 

64-bit versions of Windows from Windows XP to 

Windows 7 and Windows 8. Windows 2003 and 

2008 Server are also supported. Magic 

Uneraser recognizes all versions of FAT and 

NTFS file systems, and supports all types of 

magnetic and solid-state storage media. 

Pricing and Availability 

Magic Uneraser is immediately available. North American pricing starts at $39,95. Local prices may vary. 

Magic Uneraser 3.0 is available as a downloadable evaluation version. Get your free trial copy 

http://www.magicuneraser.com/
mailto:support@magicuneraser.com
http://www.magicuneraser.com/recovery_software/
http://www.magicuneraser.com/downloads.php
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About East Imperial Soft 

Founded in 2002, East Imperial Soft develops data recovery software and supplies a comprehensive lineup 

of recovery tools to Windows users. The company’s usability research made it possible to develop data 

recovery software to be used by occasional computer users with no prior experience in data recovery. The 

company’s extensive range of solutions covers the needs of home and office computer users, data recovery 

professionals, OEM builders and service providers. 
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